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TOWN PROFILE THAME, OXFORDSHIRE

The town of Thame is an obvious success story - if our Saturday

afternoon walk in its High Street in May was anything to go by.

According to the town's Official Guide it is a story which began in

Saxon times with a settlement down by the 'dark-flowing' river from

which the town takes its name - Father Thames! Old Thame was

the area now known as Priest End, a place where the road to

Crendon crossed the river and the Oxford/Aylesbury road passed

between the church and vicarage, a spot where stray finds of

jewellery and pottery have been unearthed.

1066 and the Conquest saw the transference of the See from

Dorchester to Lincoln, where it remained until the early nineteenth

century. The reeve, or Bishop's representative, lived in the

Prebendal and it resembled a secular manor with its great hall and

chapel. The church is dedicated to St. Mary the Virgin and dates in

its present form from CI240 when it was built by Bishop

Grosseteste of Lincoln. It contains wonderful examples of work

from each succeeding century, recent renovations having been

carried out without reference to English Heritage, the parish having

raised substantial sums. Its wealth can be gauged by the great

size of its neighbouring tithe barn. Thus the original town

developed around the Church, but early in the thirteenth century the

liberty of New Thame was 'planted' as a market by the then Bishop

of Lincoln on land formerly under the plough. The building plots

followed the line of the ploughed furrow - a reverse S curve - and

can still be seen in the curved burgage plots, most notably behind

the Old Saracen's Head in the Buttermarket.

The market place has the

typical boat shaped

appearance of a planted town

with narrow entrances at both

ends. The market can still be

enjoyed on a Tuesday, not as

it had since 1230, on its

original sites in the

Buttermarket and Cornmarket

area, but in the car park

adjacent to the Upper High

Street. Its success in early

times was helped by the

Bishop of Lincoln who ensured

travellers patronised it by

diverting the road from

Aylesbury so that they had to

pass through the stalls!
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Two of Thame's oldest buildings are Walkers in North Street and Lancastrian Cottage in the lower High Street.

Both are early examples of prefabrication, in that the frames were made on the Chiltems prior to being assembled

insitu to the owners' specifications! It would seem there were few dramas during the Reformation, though there

is the unsubstantiated legend of a heretic being burned at Priest End. However, the twelfth century Cisterian

monastery at Thame Park did suffer suppression during the Reformation, the last Abbot, Robert King, becoming

the first Bishop of Oxford.

Thame Grammar School was founded in 1559 by

Lord Williams of Thame who had received

preferment from four of the five Tudor monarchs -

including Elizabeth 1 whose gaoler had been in

Rycote (sadly now burnt to the ground). The same

gaoler also founded the picturesque black timbered

almshouses on the corner of Church Road. Most

of the inns date from the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, most continuing their same function

today as in the past. The Birdcage was built in the

15th Century and has housed prisoners awaiting
trial; The Swan contains late sixteenth century

paintings, whilst the Kings Head is now an Estate

Agents. The 1640's Civil War saw Thame as a

kind of no-man's land, occupied in turn by

parliamentary and royalist forces. John Hampden,

a former pupil of the Grammar School, died of

wounds from the battle of Chalgrove Field in June

1643 at the Greyhound Inn, now Hampden House. The Town Almshouse photograph by Elizabeth Cave-Chinn

The eighteenth century was peaceful, many of the houses in the High and Upper High Street were built in the

Georgian manner, or at least refaced with the attractive local saltglazed brick. With the growth in coach travel,

four important inns were functioning, the Greyhound, Red Lion, Swan and Spread Eagle, the latter two still

welcome travellers to this day.

John Wesley preached in Thame, in an upper room of a cottage to such a crowd that the floor gave way and the

congregation descended suddenly to the lower regions. That same cottage is now the site of Coral's

Bookmakers!

The large Victorian Workhouse on the Oxford Road

is testament to the hard times experienced in the

nineteenth century, due in the main to the

extremely low agricultural wages prevalent at the

time.. The town expanded in the latter part of that

century, particularly along the Chinnor Road, where

the cottages housed the navvies who built the

railway line connecting Thame with Oxford and

London. The present Town Hall was built in 1887

and opened in 1888 to commemorate the Golden

Jubilee of Queen Victoria whilst the Victoria

Cottage Hospital marked the Diamond Jubilee of

1897. The Magistrate's Court, surmounted by the

Royal Coat of Arms, was built in lower High Street.

In 1921 the bandstand, featured at the Wembley

Exhibition, was installed close to the Church.

The twentieth century has seen Thame grow from a

population of 3000 in 1901 to 11,000+ yet its

railway station suffered a Beeching cut in 1964, to

be replaced some twenty-three years later by the

Haddenham & Thame Parkway - a passenger

facility only.
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The traditional fairs continue to flourish and each Autumn Thame stages a one day Agricultural Show, on the third

Thursday in September, plus a three day fair in the High Street and Upper High Street. A smaller two-day Charter

Fair is held in mid-October. Altogether Thame can lay claim to remaining a thriving market town with 120 retailers in

the town centre, ranging from a Waitrose supermarket to a candlestick maker. The Town Council produce a

colourful A3 guide which describes Thame's history whilst the reverse describes the type of business delineated in

every colour of the rainbow. Thame Town Council were well represented at our Seminar, led by their genial Mayor,

Cllr. Butler, who was accompanied by seven of his councillors and their Clerk, Pat Kingsnorth. Pat, of course, will be

known to many of you as she has attended a great many of our previous events around the country as a

representative of her Council.

The weather was glorious and in brilliant sunshine we ended the day with a walk around the picturesque centre of

Thame for which we were indebted to Maurice Kirtland of the Thame Historical Society who generously imparted

information and answered questions put by the group. Images sourced from the Thame town guide and Dan Wild.

Preliminary Resume of the

ASHTAV PLANNING GREEN PAPER CONFERENCE,
th.

Royal Academy of Engineering, Westminster, 25 September 2002

This Conference was chaired by Roger France and after welcoming both speakers and delegates who had

succeeded in overcoming the problems caused by the Tube Strike he introduced -

John Burns of the Countryside Agency (Market Towns Initiative) who delivered a broad brush view and

listed key points such as his Agency's view that the planning system had not been sympathetic to rural

problems; sustainable development principles were insufficiently emphasised; and speed was being

prioritised over quality He questioned how people could be engaged in the planning system and have their

needs met; whether what is proposed would be bottom up or top down; and the importance of Action Plans

as means of input at local level, yet without Parish Council representation properly addressed. He referred

to policy on National Parks and Green Belts and highlighted the benefits to be derived from the CA's Market

Town Healthchecks.

Lord Rooker first explained the procedures undertaken prior to a Bill getting into the Queen's Speech and

spoke of his hope that there would be a Planning Bill prior to Christmas. The Minister reiterated that

Government wanted mixed development and to restrict out of town development. It wishes to provide a

planning system that is:

"=> Fairer

^ faster - it helps no-one if it is slow

Lord Rooker maintained planning's image had to be reversed - local

communities need to feel less isolated, not to have their views ignored..

He believed Local Development Frameworks could assist in this and

Districts could work in concert with their neighbours. Third parties -

people would have the right of participation through the planning process

(negating the need for a Third Party right of Appeal) - but another

Terminal 5 could not be countenanced so large infrastructure project

appeals must be speeded up. The Government had announced extra

funding of £350M over 3 years to improve the planning process. This is

to be awarded to Councils who had improved their speed of delivery of

decisions. The awards were not ring-fenced and the Minister

specifically asked delegates to inform him (through ASHTAV) if they

became aware that their Council had been in receipt of a planning

related payment which had been used by them for purposes other

than planning! The Minister also spoke of freeing-up the system in

respect of Section 106 agreements and planning obligations and drew

delegate's attention to *John Prescott's speech of 17 July which

contained a further four short statements, ("reproduced at end of

resume).

Lord Rooker, Minister for Housing,

Planning & Regeneration responding to

questions at the Conference -

Photograph by Dan Wild
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Questions to Minister:

• Judy Vero (Atherstone CS) - asked the Minister if he realised that in some areas local authorities did

not have the benefit of a Conservation Officer at any level.

Minister responded - CABE would have a role as guardians of quality but it was a matter of regret if

this were widespread. Conservation Officers would need resourcing and it was something he might

consider.

• Paul Hornby (CPRE) - asked about the role of County Councils? Key role between District and

Regional Body.

Minister - favoured greater cooperation. Question raised as to what agency would be involved in

consultations prior-application in view of the fact that some arguments have gone on for years -

Oxfordshire/City on transport.

• Nicholas Butler (Warwickshire CPRE) - stated 16,000 responses to Green Paper but felt business

emphasis overplayed (submitted a paper)

• Cllr.Margaret Nicolle (Lindfield PC) - wished to know what type of building they would have to accept.

Extensive search in their parish produced nil brownfield land.

Minister responded - they sought 60% on brownfield sites and 40% on greenfield but that was overall

and the Thames basin being very extensive would provide counterbalance to their rural situation.

• Gill Smith (ASHTAV) - reported that she had received many calls to the Helpdesk, specifically to do

with sleep disturbance of town centre dwellers by those frequenting restaurants and nightclubs. The

proposals in the PGP to facilitate movement between classes was a major concern and could cause

residents to consider moving away - the reverse of policy.

The Minister - acknowledged relaxation could produce tensions. Authorities must decide.

Cdr.Dennis White (Charlton Horethorne Dorset) - raised concerns that planning permission could be

agreed by Councils due to threat of costs being awarded against them. Minister - felt some

pecuniary toll should be in place to ensure a council did not act in an unacceptable manner towards

certain applications

Having devoted an hour to the conference at this point the Minister left for another appointment

Andrew Whitaker (Housebuilders Federation) informed the meeting his members made 60,000 planning

applications each year -1/3 of all planning applications (except domestic). There were four overriding needs:

Efficiency: Certainty: Clarity: Stability. As usual Andrew's presentation was very fluent and will be reported

in full in the later Report of Proceedings to be produced in the New Year.

Professor Richard Macrory (Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution UCL & Environment

Agency) explained that the RCEP reported to all departments and they had investigated the effectiveness of

the system and whether essential links were in place. He raised four concerns/suggestions -

1) Complexity of system - Plans do not join up, environmental discussion disappears and future of

agriculture missing.

2) The proposals - Town & Country Planning Act remaining main tool, but what is purpose of planning -

a statement required - e.g. "To facilitate achievement of legitimate, economic and social goals, while

ensuring...")

3) RCEP has proposed Environmental Tribunals as likely to be less incoherent and more efficient than

present system and could improve consistency and future confidence

4) Sustainability constructively ambiguous - RCEP wanted environmental planning with improved

information via Virtual Centres with integrated spatial strategies - a vision over 25 years - four dimensional

and all uses.

Richard Butt (Action for Market Towns) maintained real motivation behind "modernisation" agenda is about

speed (and business). We need a culture change to decide what planning is for. LDF & Action Plans could

give people real influence in their own towns. Would there be high costs over the changeover? Will it lead to

a plethora of more plans? They hoped Action Plans would be a finite method. Should Plans be in a constant
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state of review? Some certainty is necessary. Concern for role of Counties - Structure Plans presently

provide a good scale in relationship with Districts and some also play an important role in revitalisation. Any

loss in these areas would be serious. At present, regional planning is weak. Seeking greater involvement of
communities is to be welcomed, but had concerns streamlining will reduce people's rights? Speed could

reduce these further and continual review wear down the citizens' wish to participate.

Michael Coupe ofEnglish Heritage thenjoined the Speakers for a Panel Discussion

John Bishton (Bruton Society) - raised doubts on education of planners.

Michael Coupe cited the closure of part time courses and that planners rarely, if ever, become Chief
Executives.

Prof. Macrory wished this aspect to be studied, particularly with regard to regional level.

Ken Forrest (Polesworth Society) - Expressed concerns at changes and need to present these concerns to
Lord Rooker - requested endorsement of meeting for further consultation.

Pat Brown (Wells Civic Society) - Raised his concerns regarding "faster and more predictable".
John Burns commented on early involvement of people.

Prof.Richard Macrory commented that Agencies are not elected.

Gill Smith - HelpDesk raised question of quality of development - the public had lost faith because of its lack.
How do we bring back quality?

Richard Butt - Suggested it was a problem of raising standards of planning committees. Need to avoid
uninformed councillors' personal judgements.

John Burns' comment - Good enough to accept, not to reject! Housebuilders should create mixed

development to obtain variety of uses.

Saskia Hallam {Civic Trust) - Drew attention of meeting to the Trust's "Building for Life" programme

described in "Heritage Outlook" magazine etc. Hopefully, has ideas about good design which will drive

standards upwards.

Elizabeth Freeman (Bath PreservationTrust) - Historic Environment issue - how did Panel see proposed

changes of development control with regard to listed buildings. They had concern on its impact with Listed

Building Consent as part of the planning application process.

Michael Coupe - Government is looking at integrating legislation. 1990: two acts separated. A single control

might appear. Regretted little in PGP on heritage front. More resources needed at pre-application stage.

How should that pre-application stage be funded? English Heritage itself has had a 20% reduction in

resources since the 1990s.

Richard Macrory - questioned what is the environment? Nature and cultural?

Michael Coupe - Understanding and using the historic environment is a way of sustaining economic growth.

Nicholas Butler (Warwickshire CPRE) - The details of policies are needed in order to make comments on the

pack of consultations.

Michael Coupe - core policies ought to have access to good practice.

•Extract from John Prescott's Statement in the House 18 July 2002

"These put in place extensive reform, and I would like to summarise some of the key points.

> Firstly, we will give counties a new statutory role in underpinning the new regional planning

system, but we will abolish county structure plans themselves;

> Secondly, we will introduce Business Planning Zones to deliver growth, jobs and productivity

without sacrificing quality of development.

> Thirdly, I will speed up the planning of major infrastructure projects by: setting out the

Government's objectives in clear policy statements and changing inquiry processes to make

them more efficient. I have accepted the Select Committee's arguments that Parliamentary

Procedures for major infrastructure projects are not the best way forward;

> Finally, I will not change the right for objectors to make their case to the Inspector at inquiries

into plans. But I will take action to speed up the inquiry process."
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SUMMER PARTY - GREAT HASELEY - AT THE HOME OF OUR CHAIRMAN

AND CO-FOUNDER, JOHN ALEXANDER

John and his wife made everyone most welcome, but we will let John Oxley of the Stow-on-the-Wold Society

give us his account of the day .. Twenty members gathered on the terrace for coffee at 11.00 am on the 18

August, a rather cloudy but warm day, with even a spot or two of rain at times. At 12.00 we moved along the

old pathway from the Rectory to the Church, and beyond to Church Farm and the Tithe Barn - the object of

interest - dating from the fourteenth century. Within this Dr. Nat Alcock had set up a screen and projector for

his lecture on

DENDROCHRONOLOGY

Dendrochronology is the study of the annual rings of

tree growth. It is used especially to date past events.

Oak is usually used because it is more reliable and

more widely used than other woods. Oak has light

coloured outer sapwood and darker heartwood. The

sapwood usually has twenty to thirty annual rings, and

is mostly stripped off before the wood is used. This

does introduce a small degree of doubt as to when the

tree was felled or used, but not the age of the

heartwood.
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The annual rings are due to the periods of growth and dormancy each year - the size of each ring being

dependant on the climate generally, and the micro-climate where the tree grew. Trees growing locally to

each other will exhibit very similar ring structure, and trees from the same region (say North West Europe) will

have similar annual rings. However, different types of trees and/or different climatic regions cannot be used.

Pencil sized samples are extracted for dating purposes. A match of fifty, or one hundred rings, is usually

required to establish that two pieces of timber were growing at the same time. Thus many matched samples,

extending over a period of time, permit average indices of growth to be accepted and master indices over

long periods of time to be recognised. Any sample can then be matched to the master to confirm its period of

growth, or age. The master indices are an indication of climate, and some samples will indicate local climate

variation. Statistical methods are also used to match samples, these methods give T values. A T value

of 1.5 would indicate random samples; a value of 5 or 6 would confirm a match; 10-15 could mean that the

samples were from the same tree! In the British Isles indices extend back to 7000 BC; the earlier period was

derived using oak preserved in Irish bogs. Hence tracks in the Somerset Levels can be dated - even when

they have been extended or repaired. Indices or UT values can also be used to indicate the source of timber

and thus trade routes e.g.:

Rhine area to London - 7th - 9th Century - oak for barrel staves
Ireland to Scandinavia - 11th - 12th Century - oak for Viking boats
Baltic to London - 13th - 17th Century - many uses of oak
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The negative was also interesting. For instance there was no building in Ireland from 1640 to 1680, due to

civil disturbances. Similarly there seems to have been a lack of building in England from about 664 to about

668, due to an outbreak of plague.

Building timber was almost exclusively used green, which facilitates dating. Cruck buildings use single

timbers, like ribs, resting on the ground at one end, and are joined at the apex. This method of construction

was used mainly from the 13th to the 16th centuries, with a peak in the 15th century. The earliest known cruck
dates from 1263. There are seventy identified cruck buildings in the Midlands and the West of England.

The Bakers House at Lower Radley was constructed in 1514, making use of the original 1270 cruck. Mill

Farm at Mapledurham is the oldest unmodified peasant house in the country where all the timbers date from

1335. The roof timbers are smoke blackened around the original hole in the roof that was subsequently filled

in. Base crucks used timbers from ground level to support higher level timbers, possibly with a crown post

supporting the roof timbers. This method was mostly used for higher status buildings, such as manorial

buildings.

Dendrochonology has been widely used and is

ideally suited to dating cruck buildings and Dr.

Alcock concluded his talk with a brief look at

cruck buildings and in particular the Great

Haseley Tithe Barn where we were sitting.

Great Haseley barn is approximately 30 x 125

feet and was originally built in 1330. Dr.

Alcock thought it seemed to have been built by

inexperienced people, or as an experiment!

The cruck timbers were supported on walls,

and the walls buttressed; but the weight of the

roof was not adequately supported and repairs

were required (see left hand diagram).

In 1485 the barn, which may have been a tithe bam, passed to St. George's Windsor; and a rebuild followed

in 1496 with support for the roof as shown on the diagram. There were further repairs in 1811. John

Alexander acquired the bam in the 1960s, in a rather derelict state, it having been lived in for a time.

However, since that time extensive repair and restoration has been carried out. It was interesting to note that
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the builders in 1330 used Arabic numerals for the timbers on one side of the barn, and Roman on the other!

The marks were cut with a 9mm. gouge and measure about 100mm long overall.

The use of Arabic numerals

is very rare, but they were

also used at St. John's Priory

at Wells. The nearest

example in date in timber is

the fine panelled ceiling of

the Lady Chapel of the

Church of St. Helen,

Abingdon, dated to the

1390's. Here the numbers

were of small stamps, about

10mm high, and were used

to number the elaborately

carved and traceried

surrounds, as well as the

painted ceiling panels.

These details are contained

in a report prepared for John

Alexander by Dr. Bill Cotton,

a colleague of Dr. Nat

Alcock.

A report by Jerry Sampson of Caroe & Partners on the Abingdon ceiling maintains that "Arabic numerals first

came to England in the twelfth century, probably via Spain, and are usually considered to have been the

preserve of the clerical intelligentsia until the late middle ages." Whilst both the example at Wells Cathedral,

as well as that at Abingdon, are of highly decorative works of art, or sculpture, and clearly from a workshop of

the highest quality, "the use of Arabic numerals at so early a date on work deriving from a craft workshop

rather than emanating from a more learned source is surprising". For arabic numerals to be found on the

heavy timber-framed roof at Great Haseley in 1313 is astounding, and shows that the carpenters constructing

the roof were well versed in mathematics and illustrates clearly the high degree of sophistication and

education employed in the construction of the building in which Dr. Alcock's fascinating lecture had been

delivered.

Our speaker was educated at Trinity College,

Cambridge, and had recently retired from full-time

teaching of inorganic chemistry and x-ray

crystallography at the University of Warwick. He is

a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries and a Past

President of the Vernacular Architecture Group.

His particular interests are in social history,

topography and vernacular architecture. He is the

author of many articles and local studies, and

several more general books including "Recording

Timber-framed Buildings: an illustrated Glossary^,

"Cruck Construction": an Introduction and

catalogue, "Old Title Deeds and People at Home"

which used probate inventories, estate records and

standing buildings to create a picture of changing

lifestyles over four centuries. He has recently

produced a CD-ROM with the British Library

entitled "Living and Working in Seventeenth

Century England"; the CD-ROM shows thousands

of images and texts from Randle Holme's

"Academy of Armory", published in 1988.
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A EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE

A European Perspective was the title given to the morning lecture at our Thame Seminar. We welcomed

Professor Michael Dower, CBE, who as its Vice President represents ECOVAST, the European Council for the

Village & Small Town. What twists and turns led to this appointment? Michael's career commenced in the mid-

fifties as a Town Planner with London County Council and has since taken him to the Civic Trust; as Amenity &

Tourism Planner with the United Nations Special Fund in the Republic of Ireland; Director of the Dartington

Institute; Director of the Peak National Park with a team of 300 staff; from 1992-96 as Director General of the

Countryside Commission to his present situation as Professor at the Cheltenham & Gloucester College,

undertaking research and consultancy projects in the UK and Europe. However, in addition to the latter Michael

also runs training programmes on Integrated Rural Development in Vietnam and Central Europe; is a member of

the UK Sports Council; English Tourist Board; Founder Chairman and Committee Member of Rural Voice and

expert adviser to the Council of Europe's Working Group on the European Landscape Convention. He has been

responsible for networking and dissemination within three multi-country projects funded by the European

Commission - Heritage Trails, Wine Tradition Network and the Transnational Woodland Industries Group

It will be obvious from the above why ASHTAV had difficulty finding a convenient date to hold a Seminar at which

he could be our speaker! Michael's name was well known to us - but ECOVAST? Michael's description of its

work took us across Europe as he explained some of the projects with which he has been involved in pursuit of

promoting the well-being of rural communities, very often through safeguarding their rural heritage. Europe's

land mass is 85% countryside - where more than half its population have their homes. It produces most of

Europe's food and much of its timber, minerals and raw materials. As we know, it offers beauty, peace and

recreational opportunities and is a rich reserve of wildlife and human culture. However, as Michael's talk

confirmed, it is severely affected by major forces of change, which include the depopulation of many peripheral or

remote regions, coupled with the rapid expansion of cities in the more central areas. The modernisation of

agriculture has caused widespread change and heavy loss of jobs in rural areas, whilst the trends of centralisation

and standardisation and rapid political change in Central and Eastern Europe have led to a loss of social and

cultural vitality, damage to landscape, wildlife, soil and water systems, with a reduced ability for many local

populations to influence policies which affect them.

ECOVAST, Michael explained, believed in three key principles:

> People and the environment. We have an equal concern with people and with place - that is

environment and heritage. We seek a balance and mutual support between the two.

> Integrated action. All programmes of public policy and action, at whatever geographical scale, should

contain effective integration between different arms of government, and between government and local

people.

> Consult and involve local people. Local people often have a far better feel for what is appropriate and

sustainable in their area than do governments. ECOVAST, therefore, place a first focus on the views

and wishes, the resources and energies, of local people.

He emphasised how important they saw the strengthening or revival of rural economies to be, and the need to

take, say, modern telecommunications to encourage decentralised activity, allying modern trends with the

heritage of resources, cultures and skills. ECOVAST actively opposes processes which would withdraw farming

from marginal areas to concentrate food production upon the richest land. Farmers needed to be encouraged to

gain extra income through retailing their products within their region, to both tourists and city dwellers. It

therefore seeks a reappraisal of both policy and practice in forestry, parallel to that for agriculture, with forestry

seen as a multi-purpose activity, not only producing timber, but a stimulus to local economic activity, control of soil

erosion and avalanches, habitat for wildlife, provision for recreation and tourism. Across Europe, tourism is

perceived as the forerunner of economic revival, but it contains great dangers. Too successful and excessive

tourist numbers swamp and spoil that which they came to admire, whilst their culture can be alien and often

plainly offensive to the indigenous communities. Michael stressed the need for positive policies of land use

planning and countryside management. When reporting the Foot & Mouth catastrophe in Britain in an ECOVAST

Report, reference is made to the subsuming of the Ministry of Agriculture into the wider Ministry of Rural Affairs -

a pattern which ECOVAST may wish to see applied more widely in Europe.
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ECOVAST is committed to working with other bodies to encourage the widespread creation of telecottages,
centres within small towns or villages equipped with computers and telecommunication systems for local people

to use, whether for study purposes or their work.

Many living in rural areas often lack secure, good, housing with modern amenities and it is seen as a priority that
this is addressed for those on low incomes. However, great importance is placed on local building tradition and

care should be taken to complement this by the use of appropriate scale and materials. Access to services is

key to a good quality of life and such services as shops, banks, hospitals, schools, public transport have almost

all declined in the past thirty + years. Encouragement of multi-purpose facilities, mobile services or self-help in

village communities are seen as methods in which local groups can garner improvements.

Not only traditional building methods, but traditional customs and

festivals which can encourage the use of minority languages and

cultures needed nurturing, indeed, this was felt to be one of

ECOVAST's duties. The importance of a maintained balance

between the age groups, with strong kinship structures was also

recognised as key to a healthy community.

Michael's work with ECOVAST has entailed his involvement with a

wide range of locally generated ideas and his enthusiasm for these

individual heritage projects was palpable and infectious. It

resonated with many delegates whose homes may not have been

as isolated and peripheral as those Michael described, but the

underlying problems were similar, even if their cause was not.

The Thame Barns Centre - our venue for the day - proved an

excellent base and as may be guessed was a most attractive

conversion of an old farm complex, just off the High Street, adjacent

to the Church.

Vine House Catering served a delicious hot lunch and yummy desserts and following the buzz of conversation

which marks any ASHTAV gathering, we returned to our seats to welcome Sir John Marsh, CBE.

FARMING PAST - BUT WHAT OF ITS FUTURE ....?

Professor Sir John Marsh, CBE, MA, Oxford, is Professor Emeritus of the University of Reading, having joined as a

Research Economist. Sir John became a lecturer and later Reader in Agricultural Economics. A career move took

him to the University of Aberdeen as Professor in the same field, becoming Chairman of the Economics Group of the

North of Scotland College of Agriculture. On his return to Reading in 1984 he held the Chair and became Head of

Department in 1985 until 1991 Until 1997 he was Director of the Centre for Agricultural Strategy based at the

University. He is a Fellow of the Royal Agricultural Societies, Royal Agricultural Society of England and Institute of

Biology; a Governor of the Royal Agricultural College Cirencester and member of the Governing Body of the

Scottish Crop Research Institute. As with our previous speaker, the list of his achievements and interests could fill

the entire page, and ASHTAV yet again has reason to be very grateful to the generosity of its high profile and

eminent speakers who contribute so much to our diverse mix of seminars and conferences.

Sir John approached the lecture from an economic viewpoint and posed two questions -

a) what does UK farming provide for community today, and how? and

b) what can UK farming do and produce in future?

In answer to the first question, the UK farming community produces two thirds of the food required. It is safe,

nutritious and affordable - by and large! In producing this food the farming community has created a cultivated and

attractive landscape, a backcloth for a variety of pursuits, some minority, others not - bird watching, hunting, fishing,

riding, walking - all done against a constantly changing landscape. It has been a large generator of employment,

now in decline, with 40,000 workers leaving the industry in the past three years. Historically, the land was protected
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FOR wild animals whilst providing space for our outdoor pursuits and holidays and relief from perhaps crowded
conditions in the towns and cities.

How does one evaluate its economic activity? He felt it could only exist so long as it has control of certain things -
there were competitive rewards but not exclusively of money. The environment was one such benefit but these
could also accrue outside farming as each farmer uses inputs from elsewhere such as tractors, chemicals, etc.

Sir John described some of the pitfalls that could occur with fluctuations in the supply and demand of the markets.
Biological or organic? Sometimes the geographic situation is prime and a niche market can create greater security
and insulate the business from any underlying problems. However, if the market was attractive, others will come in
and bit by bit - market forces force an uneconomic price upon their enterprise.

Much of the risk had passed from the producers to the State but - how much should it continue to do so? There is a
shift away from this concept, but how much change do we want to see? How much are we prepared to pay? How
do we value them viz a viz education, NHS, roads, etc. Is it the most efficient way of using money? In reality 86%

of revenues come from market and market forces; 20% public; 18% CAP, with just 2% in the control of the UK

Government. If there were substantial change to replace those figures and pay from the UK, we shall be looking at
very substantial amounts - £2 bn. in 1990; £3 1/2 bn in 1999 on production support. So what forces are re-shaping
it? Non-market forces - the environment.

Sir John maintained that the market was changing because consumers were demanding change. British consumers

are now relatively rich and being rich they seek to spend money to save time. They seek convenience, variety; an

increasing amount of food being eaten outside the home rather than prepared in the kitchen; many more single

person households; lots of us living longer than we should!!. Young people live separately - and some parents

would heave a sigh of relief! Domestically we can buy food in bulk because we are richer and home storage

methods have influenced food production. Traditional kitchen skills are disappearing in much of community where

cooking is seen as a burden; increasing numbers of households are dependent on two incomes, therefore time

pressures increase with dependence on convenience foods. Our wider ethnic mix and greater travel opportunities

also create a wider diversity of tastes - there is no longer surprise if a daughter came in to say "Have a Chinese this

evening?" All would understand she was about to ring the takeaway restaurant!

It is a plastic community - people slide into debt - but with those agreeable bits of plastic ! Groups with

different patterns and preferences emerge and this is also an area of opportunity. Households are more diverse and

the traditional four person average "normal" household less common.

Retail structures - the gap between farm gate and final consumer has magnified enormously - with value-added in

between gate and use - and we have the retailing business in a relatively small number of major concerns. Here

brand and image reign, as they are keen to maintain their position with their clientele - safety, quality, consistency -

throughout the delivery of food, etc. There is even in that territory room for what my computer provider calls "other

different" - Apple Henry and not Royal Gala! The retailer does have means of communication via offers but the

variety, certainty, standard of cleanliness is amazing. At the same time huge companies such as Unilever, Nestle,

(whose income is far greater than GNP) take work out of kitchens - offer variety, offer excitement in food availability.

For the trade, a large element of risk is avoided as labels change from country to country - "Jiff1 becoming "Cif" -

etc. Smaller companies can succumb to misfortune of sector change. Without economies of scale the bottom end

of the labour market would have to pay perhaps more than they could really afford for products.

Conversely, only by paying more can one attract the type of person who could do a job which has become more

technical. Take a dairy herd making no money - a new young manager - a chap who with the same cows and

other workers on the premises turned round something which was an embarrassment to something they could be

proud of. Scale important - but should be - and has to be - paid for.

The other new happening is that we can on the farm use these more expensive resources more efficiently. This is

what new technology is doing for us. One takes a particular animal, a piece of land, raise it with greater skill and

gain greater benefit from it. So with rising costs we could have lower food prices but this is dependent on

interaction with the rest of the economy. Farming crisis stems from 30% appreciation of the £ compared to the rest

of the EU currencies.
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Move towards information economy - the application of ways of transmitting important information electronically can

bring benefits for niche markets - the quicker you can process it - the more quickly you can market it - the better.

What is happening in the fields, in your areas? Fewer in the business of farming will result in more widespread

effects on our landscape. Presently farming is at a threshold - there is a new and emerging relationship between

the EU and the rest of the world where farming is included in normal trading pattern.

(/ have to admit that at this point my note taking became very erratic - torn between committing words to paper and

interest and involvement with the information forthcoming. I will therefore bullet point the items I managed to cover)

> Environmental concerns are well recognised and legislation in the EU is continuing to progress the relationship

between farming and other economic sectors.

> Policy makers have concerns as to the basic structure of the CAP and are having to respond to considerations

such as enlargement of community and growing resentment.

> Rich people need more psychiatrists! In a poor country they labour long and hard to produce their food whereas

we have lots of choice and can allow ourselves to become concerned about "issues"

> We live longer, disease no longer predominant, animal welfare concerns.

> Rural community - under-valued - without adequate voice - Countryside Alliance March and to some extent the

Fuel Crisis. All need to recognise people may have to change for an outcome which is economically

sustainable, not just optimising from any one party point of view All views must be taken into account.

> If we create a situation where farming becomes uncompetitive, we are putting at risk a fairly large chunk of food

markets. Need to think carefully of the implications of that sort of change as not only farms but also rural

communities. For instance, 94% of agricultural merchants are now no longer in business.

> Farms themselves are changing with wives both running B&8, working or creating small scale businesses which

provide employment in rural communities.

Sir John emphasised the need for continuing education throughout a career, in order to keep pace with

technological changes, which will in turn both integrate and create greater economic growth, adding to the stability

of the system.

THE STRUGGLE TO SAVE THE WESTCLIFF FISHING SHEDS

During the period of 1995 to 2001, the small town of Sheringham (6,500 inhabitants) on the Norfolk coast was the

scene of bitter and passionate arguments over the desire to display three RNLI lifeboats which had formerly been

on service at Sheringham. Ironically, all were agreed on the importance of preserving and housing them; the

dissension arose about the choice of possible site. To understand the background, one must know that four

separate bodies - two local authorities and two voluntary organisations - were involved. The Local Authorities

were the Sheringham Town Council and the North Norfolk District Council. The voluntary organisations were the

Sheringham Preservation Society (established in 1979) and the Sheringham Museum Trust. Several people were

members of three of these bodies, and two were members of all four.

In 1990 following a successful Family

History Day, the long-felt desire by the

Preservation Society to set up a town

museum was finally met by the Town

Council setting up a Museum Sub-

Committee which developed into the

Sheringham Museum Trust, and a row of

cottages was acquired on lease from a

local businessman. Funds were obtained

from the Council, and a grant of £5000

made for the restoration of the cottages by

the Preservation Society. The previous

year had seen the discovery of the "J C

p^«^

MADGE", a former Sheringham lifeboat.

The Museum Trust, backed by the

Preservation Society, launched a town-

wide appeal to acquire and restore the

boat. The Society contributed £1850 to the

Appeal Fund and the "MADGE" made a

spectacular return before being moved to

Lowestoft for restoration.
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A second lifeboat, the "MANCHESTER UNITY OF ODDFELLOWS" was generously given to the town when she

finished her term of service.

Meanwhile a massive holding tank was being built by Anglia Water at the Mo on the east promenade, and above

it they erected an amenity building which could clearly be used to house the two lifeboats, as was pointed out by

Town and District Councillor Brian Alton. His apparent success in persuading the District Council to agree to the

idea was sabotaged by other members of the Museum Trust, who, unknown to him, had persuaded the Town

Council to purchase the two old fishing sheds on Westcliff next to the "HENRY RAMEY UPCHER" historic

Fishermen's Lifeboat. They now declared their intention to house the boats there instead. The Preservation

Society was in favour of using the sheds, providing their important contribution to the Conservation Area was not

jeopardised.

However yet another historic lifeboat was

dramatically added to the collection, the

"FORESTERS CENTENARY",

purchased in 1995 by grants from the

Science Museum, and £2,000 from the

Preservation Society and a local appeal

fund. The Museum Trust announced a

major partnership scheme between the

Town Council, the District Council and

the Trust to provide an imposing new

museum to house all three boats on the

Westcliff site and invited the public to

attend a presentation after the Trust's

AGM in September 1995. Peter Lawton,

Chief of the District Council's Technical

Design Team, showed a plan to erect a

large modern museum on the site of the

old fishing sheds.

The Museum Trust was astonished at the hostile reception given to the plan (estimated cost £500.000) and

hastily withdrew it. There were many fishermen and their families at the meeting, and also members of the

Preservation Society and other concerned residents. The fishermen strongly resented that they, as owners of

the HRU - HENRYRAMEY UPCHER - lifeboat and also regular users of the slipway, had not been consulted

prior to the preparation of the plan.

One of those present at the public meeting was Stephen Clover, a chartered surveyor, who was deeply

concerned at the threatened demolition of the fishing sheds, not only because he had known and loved the area

since childhood, but also because his mother's cottage adjoined the site and even shared a party wall with the old

lifeboat shed. One of the Town Councillors was deputed to call on her and he assured her there was no intention

to demolish the sheds. But the actual plans revealed that if the Council's plan gained consent, demolition was

inevitable. Stephen Clover therefore determined to prevent such an attack on an essential part of Sheringham's

Conservation Area, and also to protect his mother's property. He wrote to English Heritage urging them

(unsuccessfully) to spot-list the sheds. He contacted Stephen Haywood, the senior Historic Buildings Adviser to

the Norfolk County Council, who wrote a strong letter to the Town and District Councils, urging the sheds'

retention on historic heritage grounds. He also spoke to Roger France, a planning consultant and member of

ASHTAV who, once alerted, contributed valuable advice and agreed at the request of the Preservation Society to

visit the site personally. For months Stephen Clover studied and researched the planning regulations and

precedents. He alerted the various outstanding historic heritage societies - The Council for British Archaeology,

English Heritage, the Victorian Society, the Georgian Group and Save Britain's Heritage, and encouraged the

Preservation Society to obtain their support. He also persuaded the Society's secretary, Joan Long, to keep in

regular contact with the Regional Director for Planning of the Department of the Environment. The latter was

thus made aware that the North Norfolk District Council, the local authority empowered to give planning approval

was also deeply implicated as a partner in the Town Council's scheme. Later this would have important

consequences.
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The former organiser of the lifeboat museum volunteers, Nick Knights, (also present at the first public meeting)

was a local resident who devoted many hours to researching the history of the sheds. Desperate to prevent their

demolition, he ran off a paper giving his personal idea, which was to return to the original concept of using the Mo

for housing the more recent historic lifeboats and to use the old fishing sheds for the J C MADGE and a crab boat,

with donations of fishing gear to equip it as a fishing museum. The Preservation Society copied it and sent it out

to all their members. Brian Alton, a member of both Town and District Councils, brought it to the attention of both

Councils, but predictably they ignored it.

The Chairman of the Preservation Society,

Roger Garrad, was asked to form a sub

committee to consider the situation. They

produced a report and he attended a

meeting of the Steering Committee in

December 1995 to explain the Society's

misgivings about the site and strong

concern at the proposed demolition of

historic buildings. The Chairman of the

Steering Committee, Cllr. Brian Farrow,

pressed by Cllr Peter Cox, did not allow the

report a hearing, on a plea of technicality,

since it had not been endorsed by the full

Preservation Society membership.

L - R: Ann West, Leonard West (fisherman), Sue Knights & Nicholas

Roger Garrad, deeply hurt at the humiliation inflicted by a member of his own Executive, resigned as Society

Chairman. The Vice-Chairman, Reg Grimes, took over and called a meeting of members, who did endorse the

views of their sub-committee. At the following AGM in April 1996, Peter Brooks of the Museum Trust was invited

to put forward the intentions of that organisation. He said that the former fishing sheds were now in a poor state

and architecturally not considered by English Heritage worthy of preservation. (Both statements later shown to

be unfounded) He continued that it was important to keep the HRU in her historic shed and to provide a

replacement for the other sheds using existing materials of brick and flint. He promised that "before a brief for an

architect is prepared, consultations will take place with organisations such as the Preservation Society and with

local residents in the hope that a broadly acceptable design can be proceeded with. When draft proposals are

available a public meeting will be held." Meanwhile the Steering Committee chaired by Peter Cox continued to

meet each month. They were informed that the Town Council had agreed to appoint a top-class museum

consultant at a figure of £19,800 - but there were no promised consultation meetings with residents, the

fishermen, or the Preservation Society, nor were any plans shown to the Committee, though a plan was promised

for October 2nd, to be followed by a public meeting. Later it was learned that the brief to the consultant

contained the following statement: "The shed housing the Henry Ramey Upcheris ofsome local heritage value

although not listed. The Steering Committee would like to see the shed preserved if only in part, or if necessary

replicated in the new building. The remaining buildings can be demolished. " Even before the public

meeting, plans were already in hand to approach the National Lottery Heritage section for major funding of the

consultant's project.

Meanwhile more research indicated that the Scotters' fishing shed almost certainly dated from the early

nineteenth century and according to English Heritage" is probably a unique survivor of the fishermen's sheds

associated with longshore fishery in Norfolk." Similarly Stephen Heywood, Senior Historic Buildings Adviser to

the Norfolk County Council, revealed that it was only the addition of 20th century rafters which prevented the HRU

shed being listed by the Department of National Heritage, while of Scooter's shed he said, "Its simplicity does not

alter the fact that this is the only surviving building which represents the former economic raison d'etre of

Sheringham and reminds us of its fishing origins." As such it is an important, indeed essential, element in the

conservation area."

The Preservation Society, in its Autumn 1996 letter to members, acquainted them with these important views, and

also pointed out that there were now two vacant buildings on Lifeboat Plain, both in the ownership of the District

Council, which could be used to house the Foresters' Centenary and the Manchester Unity of Oddfellows

lifeboats, while the J C Madge and a crab boat, the Molly Florence, could go into Scotters and the adjoining
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sheds. This would preserve the fishing heritage and Conservation Area at a cost far lower than that incurred in

demolishing them and putting up a completely new building which "is ofno historic value and likely to meet with
considerable local opposition." Members were then asked to state their views to the Town Council.

By the Spring of 1997 the Preservation Society had gained permission to exhibit its alternative plans in the local
Branch Library, and led by their President, May Ayers, was urging townsfolk to sign a petition about saving the
sheds on the West Slipway. Since they had no office building where people could come for information a Society
member, Jimmy Radley, constructed a portable cabin which could be erected on Saturday mornings in the

forecourt of Mike Crowe's cottage in the shopping area and a rota of volunteers sat in it to provide information and
collect petition signatures. Sympathetic shopkeepers displayed leaflets showing the alternative plan. A scheme

for converting the fishing sheds from storage to a Fishing Museum was submitted to the District Council by Joan
Long for planning permission, which it received, while over a hundred residents wrote in objecting to the Town
Council's revised scheme which took the form of a 3-storey building and was shown by Nick Knights, a Society
supporter, to be higher and larger than the existing sheds they proposed to demolish.
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Peter Cox and Peter Brooks, the

main protagonists of the

Museum Trust scheme,

persuaded Mike Crowe to

rescind permission for the

Society's weekly stall, and Cox

and Brooks mounted a counter-

demonstration on the same site,

collecting signatures from

passers-by unaware of the

opposition of the leading

Heritage Societies to the

proposal to demolish the sheds.

Both sides were acutely aware

that the two plans would be on

the agenda of the District

Council's planning committee,

due to meet on September 24th.

Intensive lobbying of individual members of this committee was undertaken, and it was clear the town was deeply

divided. In July the Town Council had forwarded to the District Council a request for agreement to a Demolition

Order for the fishing sheds and the majority of the HRU shed. Desperate that this might be nodded through, the

Preservation Society even considered approaching a Judge in Chambers to intervene.

But at this point there was a dramatic intervention by the Department of the Environment. The District Council

was informed that an embargo under Article 14 had been placed on the whole Westcliff site, so that their

members no longer were empowered to take a unilateral decision in favour of either scheme. It is very unlikely

that the DoE would have taken this unusual step if it had not been aware of the strong opposition expressed not

only by Sheringham people, but also by English Heritage and several important Heritage Societies to the

demolition of these ancient (though unlisted) buildings. Faced with this dilemma, the NNDC members voted to

defer both schemes and to arrange a site visit. This took place on October 6th. At the next Development

Committee meeting on October 16th, the members received with their agenda a 16-page statement from the

Sheringham Museum Trust in favour of the Town Council's i.e. their scheme. (It also contained two pages of false

statements about Sheringham Preservation Society's views and actions.) Invited to comment by the Chief

Planning Officer, the Society's Chairman swiftly dismissed these allegations.

Once again the DoE wrote to the NNDC reminding it that their members must come to a decision regarding the

West Slipway. Should they report that they were 'minded to approve' the council scheme, the DoE warned that it

could call it in and institute a Public Inquiry - with considerable costs to be borne by the local authority. The next

meeting of the Development Committee was set for the 11th December. I think we can assume that some pretty

urgent talks took place between the two councils at this time.
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At the end of the HRU summer season of 1997 Peter Cox, as organiser of the rota of volunteers, had announced

that the boatshed would not be opened during 1998, in the hope that by then demolition of the sheds would be

under way. To this end, in early 1998, he urged the Council to minute that the HRU boat should now be regarded
as belonging to the Town Council and not to the fishermen. This naturally incensed the fishermen, who consulted

a solicitor and decided to form themselves into a legally constituted body - The Henry Ramey Upcher Boat

Association, and duly informed the Town Council of their rightful ownership of the boat - and also of strips of land

alongside the boatshed where they had always exercised their rights to pull up fishing boats in times of bad

weather. There were some acrimonious scenes at the Town Council, when Cox accused the fisherman, Jack

West, of lying. Jack West stoutly defended his honour but he did not, however, receive an apology..

Meanwhile the Town Councillors were becoming aware that they were coming under fire from another direction.

This was from the District Auditor, at length stirred to issue a warning to them, having had months of

correspondence from Stephen Clover. Not only was Stephen concerned at the threat to demolish the sheds, but

he also alleged that Council decisions involving public expenditure, where some of those voting had not declared

an interest nor abstained from voting, were in fact unlawful. He issued to the District Auditor a formal Objection

to the accounts of the Council, on behalf of his mother. (The Council had spent in previous years £55,000 on

acquiring the old sheds which they later proposed to demolish; £15,000 on a design consultant; and various other

items out of the £144,000 they had set aside for the new lifeboat building. Stephen Clover had objected to some

of the expenditure as examples of the Council's irregular practice). The Council decided to consult the Chief

Legal Officer of the North Norfolk District Council and also the legal officer of the National Association of Local

Councils (NALC). Both of these said that there was no infringement of the law or the provisions of the National

Code of Local Government Conduct. But they were both wrong. Relying on this advice, the Council entered into

a correspondence of tortuous denial to the District Auditor, a course they came later bitterly to regret. Only Fred

Duffleld among the councillors steadily persisted in pointing out infringements made to the Local Government

Code of Conduct. The District Auditor proceeded to consult the most expert, and naturally most expensive,

lawyers on the case, and after an exceptionally long gestation period he produced his Interim Report, and then a

Public Interest Report. The latter stated that the Sheringham Town Council had proceeded unlawfully to sanction

items of expenditure when certain members had neglected to declare an interest. He therefore proposed to

charge the whole Council for the legal costs of investigating Stephen Clover's complaint, which amounted to

£40,000. He also pointed out that the Town Council, not being an authority under the Public Libraries and

Museums Act 1964, had in any case no powers to establish a museum. There was shock and indignation

expressed by the Council and most of them united in vilifying Stephen Clover, though a detached observer could

judge that they had brought the trouble on themselves. One day I hope he will be vindicated for his long struggle

to remind the representatives of Sheringham of their duty as public officials to observe the highest standard of

probity in their official capacity, a point firmly stressed by the District Auditor in his report.

Clearly the Council's scheme was built on sand. So when Councillor John Lown proposed on September 15th

1998 that they should withdraw the scheme, the motion was carried by ten votes to three. This meant that all the

old sheds would be saved, and the Museum Trust would have to look for another sponsor and another site. John

Lown also took up the fishermen's case in December 1998 by moving that the Council should recognise the

validity of their ownership of the HRU lifeboat. Fierce opposition, led by Peter Cox, followed but ultimately an

amendment by Councillor Graham Simmons led to a compromise agreement to appoint an independent

researcher to discover, if possible, who truly did own the boat. Unsurprisingly, after a few months the Council's

solicitor advised that even a large amount of money was unlikely to bring a conclusive result, so the matter was

quietly dropped.

So in 1999 the Museum Trust again approached the North Norfolk District Council about a lease of the empty Mo

building and the former home of the Duncan lifeboat on Lifeboat Plain. A scheme was hastily drawn up to house

the J C Madge and the Foresters Centenary and various crab boats inside the Mo, with the Manchester Unity of

Oddfellows sited in the courtyard under a canopy (almost exactly what the Preservation Society had suggested in

1996). In addition the new plan would have room for the re-located Town Museum, and an extensive archive

centre. No longer under the wing of the Town Council, the Museum Trust needed major funding of half a million

pounds from the National Heritage Lottery Fund. With the history of bitter disagreement to the previous schemes,

the Lottery Fund officials wanted reassurance that the Mo scheme could command genuine town backing.

Realising their need, the Preservation Society took over a pile of Museum Trust leaflets and within a few months

had collected 1,000 signatures in support of this scheme. They gave £100 towards the cost of a feasibility study

and business plan and to show they were really serious, made a donation of £10,000 towards the cost of

strengthening the floor to take the weight of the three lifeboats. They also reassured the Museum Trust that the
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Society would modify their plan to include craft demonstrations and would complement, not rival, the scheme in
the Mo.

Meanwhile what of the Westcliff fishing sheds? The Preservation Society had never wavered in is desire to
preserve and restore them to public use. Once more the Council had to be convinced that this would be a right
and proper use of their property, and now they were doubly afraid that the District Valuer might accuse them of
not achieving Best Value for an important asset. You will remember that £55.000 had been spent on acquiring
these empty sheds. Some Councillors believed that with planning permission for housing on the site they could
recoup not only this but other abortive expenditure and even the £40,000 they had been required to Dav towards
the District Auditor's legal costs.

During 1999 the Preservation Society prepared a comprehensive report, and sent copies to the Regional
Facilitator for Objective 2 to the County Rural Development Officer; the Area Museums Officer; the NNDC
Tourism and Leisure Officer; the Landfill Environmental Projects Officer, and the Sheringham Town Council All
contained a carefully worked out business plan, drawing on the Society's experience in three years of managing
the HRU Museum, and extracts from supportive statements by the Heritage authorities. But until they had the
agreement of the Town Council as the landlords, applications for funding could not be completed.

At last, in January 2002, the Council voted by eleven

votes to three to grant a seven year lease of the

sheds to the Society, at a peppercorn rent. The long

struggle to obtain consent was over. It now seemed

that a majority of members in principle favoured the

scheme, but still they thought they should have a

contingency plan. So they commissioned an

architect to draw up a plan for outline planning

permission for housing on the site, retaining for form's

sake the current outline of the sheds. It was agreed

that a small working party of three members should

meet with representatives of the Society to examine

the report in detail, while at the same time

consulting the Town's solicitors on the legality and practicality of granting a lease to the Society. The latter

advised that it could be done, but advised an initial lease of only two years. However, without a lease for at least
seven years, the Society could not expect to obtain funding. The next step was to set up an Appeal Fund in the

branch of a local building society and to prepare 6000 copies of an attractive appeal leaflet which could be

delivered in the free newspaper to every household in the town. A volunteer undertook single-handedly to
canvass all the traders in Sheringham, and ways of contributing were highlighted in the Society's quarterly

newsletter. By mid-November 2002 it was clear that the major funding body, the East of England Development
Agency, would confirm their intention to contribute, so work on Sheringham's Maritime Craft Centre can really
begin in 2003.

What lessons would you draw from this protracted struggle? I think

o first, that the people in an area who will be affected by development must be made aware of what may

happen to them (in this case their heritage) and be motivated to declare their views firmly to their elected
representatives;

o secondly, that objections and petitions count for little unless backed by the opinions of respected experts,
and,

o thirdly, that the local opposition must be led by people of dogged determination, imagination and infinite
patience.

The Sheringham Preservation Society would like to record a special word of thanks to the senior officials of

Norfolk County Council, of the Council for Industrial Archaeology, the Victorian Society, the Georgian Group and

of Save Britain's Heritage, who took the trouble to come down personally to Sheringham and subsequently wrote
cogent authoritative letters supporting the Preservation Society's case.

Joan Long

24.10.2002
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LAND FOR HOUSING

Current Practice and Future Options

Earlier in the year the Joseph Rowntree Foundation forwarded a copy of their Report "Land for Housing -

Current Practice and Future Options. This was compiled by James Barlow, Ken Bartlett, Alan Hooper and

Christine Whithead. These four formed the independent Inquiry Team into the key questions surrounding the

issue of land supply for housing, commencing from the starting point of the key assumptions in the various

official reports, the context they create and the consequences and implications of the recommendations they

contained. Key to their thinking was whether the framework will in practice deliver the necessary supply of

houses to meet the UK's economic and social requirements over the next twenty years. The Report argues

that assumptions over the level and nature of housing demand are mistaken, suggesting that a longer-term,

more strategic approach will be needed to respond to the requirements associated with future economic

transformation. Detailed appendices are included which cover projected demand and need; land pooling

and community land trusts; and planning and proactive public sector leadership.

The Report is 41 pages in length and may create a few restless nights for our members as the Inquiry team

concluded that from their analysis a total of 225,000 new homes were required each year in England alone,

compared to the current annual completions of under 140,000 - and that is without dealing with the question

of stock renewal - around 20% of homes were built before 1919 (On this last point, and bearing in mind the

comment made by Michael Coupe ofEnglish Heritage at our PGP Conference in September, perhaps we

should not be looking to rebuild those early 2(f century terraces, but refurbish them to a high standard -
surely a more sustainable solution - bearing in mind that many achieve a far higher number ofdwellings per

hectare than the postwar housing of the latter part of the century.)

It was also felt that far too much weight was being placed on the additional affordable housing that could be

expected to be made available through Section 106 agreements. Whilst welcomed, it was not felt that it

could on its own deliver a sufficient amount of affordable housing to meet current and emerging needs - the

maximum being 15,000 homes per annum - and not all of these represented additional housing. The Team

agreed that fundamentally there was a need for government to explore more proactive means to overcome

the deficit. They also argue very forcefully that the shortfall is not primarily experienced by rootless or

homeless, or those on very low incomes, but by people on low to medium incomes on whom the viability of

both urban and rural areas depends, i.e. key public sector organisations are finding it hard to recruit or retain

staff. They maintained that is was unacceptable for government not to address these arguments because of

the political difficulty of meeting higher levels of provision, or the unwelcome public cost of funding a much

wider range of affordable homes. The indirect consequences can now be seen in the disruption of public

services and the social and economic costs of inadequate and excessively expensive housing. This Report

contains a wealth of information which our members, whether Societies, Councils, or Friends, should digest

and use to inform their input to the revised Local Plan process. Perhaps you could inform Gill Smith on the

HelpDesk if you would like to participate in a Conference addressed by one or two of the contributors to this

Report. In the Bath area I am aware that a broad range of people on whom we rely for our services, whether

in our schools, the health service or in the public transport sector, find it almost impossible to obtain and run

a home, on the salaries offered.

This Report can be obtained (£12.95 including postage and packing) from York Publishing Services, 64,

Hallfield Road, Layerthorpe, York YO31 7ZO. Telephone: 01904 430033 and Fax: 01904 430868
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fTHE SAD STORY OF A WORKHOUSE||

There must be many small communities with a grand listed building on the outskirts. How many are in such

a state of disrepair that they are put on the Buildings at Risk Register? One such is Williton Workhouse - in

West Somerset - the smallest of the Districts in terms of population. It is Grade II* and was designed by

Scott and Moffatt in 1837 and is regarded as one of the best of its type. It is a stone built classic, once used
as a hospital.

> In 1989 it was acquired for conversion, with land at the rear for more houses. This permission

involved the restoration of the Workhouse.

> By 1992 it was already on the Somerset Buildings at Risk Register.

> In 1996 the Somerset Building Preservation Trust, which had already rescued the finest

Nonconformist chapel in the West, at Frame, plus other buildings, was interested in schemes for

social housing or offices for the District Council. So the Trust invested in necessary Feasibility

Studies.

> By 1997 a Repairs Order was needed and a Compulsory Purchase Order was sought, under Section

13 of the 1991 Act.

One might have thought nine years a long enough period of time for a serious builder to have made some

progress with his schemes. An Inquiry began in 1999. At that stage the new District Council decided

against being the end user! The Trust had no other end user, and the County Council was relying on a legal

precedent from 1988 to avoid the need for Planning Permission and Listed Building Consent - as the building

was to be disposed of immediately. The Inspector and the Secretary of State require Circular 14/94 to be

followed. The ratepayers of Somerset could be forgiven for not being keen on their Councils spending the

necessary money on the formalities without owning the buildings.

This is a Catch 22 situation. The Secretary of State, on the evidence of thirteen years of neglect, now thinks

satisfactory preservation of the workhouse could be achieved by other means, including the potential for the

owners to implement their scheme, so it is not expedient to confirm the order. A few Summer storms and

another Winter - could that change his view? Who - with £2m. to spend - has a use for this magnificent

workhouse? Any suggestions amongst my readers? How will a philanthropist get his/her hands on it?

What is the equation between progressive decay and rising Grant Aid for rescuing such monuments? Who

would be prepared to be a Trustee?

John Bishton

July, 2002

Cost of Copy Appeal Decisions ....

In the Spring edition of ASHTAV News we reported on the decision reached by Inspector David Vickery,

DipT&CP, MRTPI, in respect of two Appeals on land off High Street, Town End, Norton St. Philip, in the

Mendip area of Somerset. This decision hinged on the Inspector's dismissal of the appellant's

argument that the site lay on a good public transport route. He maintained that an hourly bus service

which did not allow travellers to Frame to arrive before approximately 10.00 am did not make a good

quality public transport corridor as required in PPG 3 - and in any case the criteria in Paragraph 31
have also to be taken into account. A telephone number and e-mail address was included to enable

members to request a full copy of this Decision Letter. However, we did not mention that such a

request would need to be accompanied by a cheque to the value of £6.35. In the South West the PINS

Decision Letter Library is overseen by Helen Scoones. „___
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THE INSPECTOR SAYS
The following extracts are drawn from the Planning Press - examples of recent appeal decisions. Members are advised

to follow up cases that they think may be useful to them. We are only able to give a brief outline

Carrick D.C. Inspector supports council over

hedge retention.

This case concerns an "ancient" hedge. The Council

argued that the hedge was part of a medieval field

pattern. The Appellant claimed it was not an enclosure

period hedge. The Inspector decided it was a

significant part of a wider field pattern. It appeared on

a pre-1845 map and its retention would not seriously

impact on the business.

D.C.S. No. 42566775 - written representations.

Why pick this one and take it first? Lots of reasons, largely

subjective, like the arguments of clashing experts.

Widespread green field building is going to create this

situation in many places, and the arguments will be different

every time because local history of field systems and

landscapes differs - as well as soils and species. Even in 50

years you don't duplicate a hedge - and they are reservoirs of

biodiversity. The landscapes of Cornwall have been closely

studied - others less so. And there was an available map.

How many appellants and councils will think it worthwhile to
risk the cost?

Message forASHTAV members - research your maps!

Basingstoke & Dean B.C. Phasing of Development
of Greenfield site.

The Secretary of State has over-ruled an Inspector and
supported the Borough Council.

This is a significant case in which the Council's revision
of sites consequent on PPG 3 was first overruled -

then supported. The Council had deferred the release
of the site, preferring to see other greenfield sites used
first. The applicant's case depended on past
completion rates in the area. The Minister followed
PPG 3, requiring monitoring and first use of brownfield
sites that might not otherwise come on the market
D.C.S. No. 36752543 Inquiry.

This case could be enormously important to other councils.
It could make it worthwhile taking cases to the Court of
Appeal if necessary, even if the brakes on development are
taken off.

Rossendale B.C. Green Belt: hotel, conference
centre, leisure facilities, chalets. Called in. Twine
Valley Country Park. Applicants had support of
Planning Authority. Thriving pub and restaurant

already on site. Proposed expansion would generate
jobs and promote tourism. Permission refused,
because of significant harm to openness of green belt,
and its failing the sequential test plus unsustainable
transport effects. D.C.S. No: 45533145

County Council evidence showed the sequential weakness.
One wonders whether the result would be different under
proposed changes in planning law? Will PLAs find

themselves competing atjob creation at the expense of
landscape?

Stroud D.C. Countryside: barn conversion plus

four houses not sustainable.

The site comprised a disused farm, 500 m. from the

main road. Access is unlit - in places lacking footways.

Inspector opined that it would not be attractive for

children and less mobile people. 4xhouses plus the

barn conversion would urbanise the area. Farm

diversification gives greater weight to employment &

commercial uses. D.C.S. No.46521295 (Hearing)

77?/s wasjudged worthy of a hearing. It will be very difficult

to hold this line if the new Planning Laws come to pass. It is

enormously significant for settlement patterns in some parts

of the country. In my experience, the first thing small

settlements of this sort do is demand lighting, and with that

comes light pollution unless expensive care is taken. The

next request (or offered as defence against liability) is

continuous footpaths. There is as much to fear for the state

of the countryside from this sort ofproposal as there is from
property planned new settlements. How will such choices be

made, and by whom? How are boundaries between zones to

be drawn? The Green Paper is very unclear on this.

Mid-Sussex D.C. Victoria lighting judged

inappropriate in 1930 garden suburb

The Inspector judged that the lamps, though of

pleasing design, would fail to preserve or enhance the
Conservation Area. Lutyens had been consultant to
the original developers.

D.C.S. No: 53245547

My sympathies are with the Authority and EH

Borough of Richmond on Thames: Retail unit at
petrol station rejected. An enlarged retail unit with

dedicated parking was sought by Esso/Tesco.
Rejected for two reasons; impact on vulnerable town
centre of Twickenham & encouragement of car usage,
with parking in excess of emerging local plan

allocations. D.C.S. No. 41152812 Written. Doubtless a
response to limitations on availability and permissions for "out
of town" sites. Very surprising this had not been called in.
This situation could be paralleled outside many an ancient
town that relies on kerb-side parking. Plans that are slpw in
gestation can still contain valuable material for decisions.
How many ASHTAVmembers are privy to the content of
emerging plans?

Uttlesford .D.C. 21 dwellings on .4 ha: The Essex
Design Guide advises 50 sq.m. as minimum. PPG 3
does not justify setting aside considerations important
to creating a good living environment.
Unsuccessful. Enough said
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St. Albans City & D.C. -Ultimate benefit from

the provision of affordable housing?

Six units out of fifty-five were planned to be

affordable. The appellants proposed freehold

sale at 60% to a housing association, who would

then liaise with local employers with key workers

unable to buy or rent in the area, to let them at

less than £25,000 p.a. The Authority preferred

allocation to housing priority cases. It also

objected that affordable status would be lost at

the end of 20 years. The Inspector argued that

according to national and local guidance, all

sections of society should have some access to

housing. Managed by a registered social

landlord the system should work. The Inspector

also argued that 20 years is too far ahead to look,

and permanence was not a realistic objective.

D.C.S.No. 52135478 Inquiry.

An Appeal of a totally different sort. Laing Homes

have succeeded in their appeal over a case where the

issue hinges on who is to benefit from "affordable

housing". The full report indicates the case is more

complicated than It may appear. Big issues are

raised, however, such as

> who is to decide the local priorities?

> who is to decide which local employer's

employees are hardest hit by local house

prices?

> how do they register and voice their claim?

he war many system-built houses, with a life of 20

were built and are still there, happily occupied, after 50

Some have been bought by their occupants - thus

ing whole sites - although the same plot of lane would

a lot more people now. Should this matter to

AV? I believe it is important how such schemes are

wd. Social engineering is inevitable in our crowded

Are there estates with both social housing of this sort

local authority controlled allocation within the same

tpment, placed between private properties? How soon

• we know how the communities function? Should that

on even be posed?

Wychavon D.C. Two enforcement notices -

one upheld, one dismissed - on conversion in

C.A. The buildings are highly visible in the

Conservation Area. The main building is plainly

a simple agricultural one converted

straightforwardly. D.C. objected to the addition

of the porch; they had removed permitted

development rights. The Inspector allowed the

gazebo in the garden, despite high visibility.

D.C.S.No. 34318563 Written. Efficient admin

upheld. No room for arguments We gustibuls'. Do

members ever seek to influence permissions in this
way? They might be wise to. Otherwise the fringes

of our Conservation Areas risk becoming naffer and

naffer. What might changes to the G.P.D. O. bring

forth?

South Oxfordshire D.C. Removal of buildings

not required in connection with barn

conversion. D.C.S. No. 33269695 Written.

Circular 11/95 covers "Conditions". Did the

Committee fear what use the buildings might be put

to? Were the Committeejust too tidy minded?

Wyre Forest D.C. Refurbishment preferred to

demolition on edge of C.A. and town centre.

The building in question is a typical example of

uncompromising1960's style which has fallen on

hard times. The council preferred demolition.

The Inspector has allowed the revamp, though it

will not turn an ugly duckling into a swan. Loss

of a sound building is not sustainable

development, and new windows can reduce heat

loss.

D.C.S. No. 34614188 Written. There are a great

many such buildings. Some could convert into

housing. They were erected before Conservation

Areas were invented. There are modem materials

which can improve them (what a pity about the need to

import the best of them). Though some people may

doubtless be disappointed, can we be sure of what

might replace them, and its affordability?

Sevenoaks D.C. New rectory allowed in

sensitive location on basis of ecclesiastical

need. Site in Green Belt, AONB and

Conservation Area(!) Adds a new building to a

group of listed buildings within Grade I Park at

Penhurst. The Inspector decided there were two

issues:

■ was this an inappropriate development in

the Green Belt?

■ what was its impact on the C.A. and the

listed buildings?

The existing rectory is evocative of 18th century
lifestyles - and it is in need of repair and

refurbishment! The Council would have preferred

subdivision of the listed house but the Inspector

preferred it to be a family one. The District Plan

allows for new buildings in smaller settlements

and canon law requires every parish to be

served. The Inspector gave weight to nearness

to the church and to improbability of finding a

suitable house elsewhere in the benefice. He

found the new building sufficiently screened. He

imposed a condition tying the dwelling to the

incumbency and allowed the appeal by

Rochester Diocese. D.C.S. No. 34680395

Written.

Are there anyjunior members who would like to write a

study of all the issues this one raises? In all the rural

dioceses, which means most, there are going to be

instances of Victorian and Georgian rectories and

vicarages that do not fit the image of the parson

among his or her flock. Do modern houses cost less

to repair if thejob is done properly? How might dis

establishment affect the church's place in planning

law. Might the Authority take it further?

John Bishton
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RESEARCH COUNCIL FOR THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT

RECHE (Research Council for the Historic Environment) is an^^^^^^

Sar^Se^
finally work with ASHTAV in the production of advisory reports.

Trust - grand - but increasingly spartan as it is without any form of
Srng!SSbSrVesen^ we're English Heritage, B.AB (British & Irish ******
Bibliography), ICOMOS-UK (International Council on Monuments & Sites-UK), and Save our
pSTges Thinking of the last mentioned organisation- and wrth the Sevenoaks Inspector s

verv much in mind I wonder if the vicars of our members' towns and ullages rema n in
toofSori\,7nafvicarages? Save our Parsonages lobbies the Church Commissioners in an

? ^ i f hi riil bildi Thereby .t coulI remain
SatoofSori\,7nafvicarages? Save our Parsonages lobbies the Church Commissione
eSeavou? to persuad^ them to maintain ownership of their original building Thereby .t coulI remain
an asse° generating income for them when, with suitable alterations to facilitate Us usei as flatejedsrts,
or even mixed residential and office accommodation if that is a local need, until such time as rtm.gh Ibe
returned to its use as a wider community resource. The Heritage Information Trust is the bra.nch.ld of
Dorian Crone who, whilst working for English Heritage, realised there was a black hole where
information on the treatment of Listed Buildings could be found. In September, the Trus had almost all
the funding required to enable it to set up the Heritage Information Website which would list all
organisations, artisans, suppliers of suitable materials, etc. in order to provide a one stop information
service for concerned owners, architects and authorities. We all wish Dorian's venture every success.

RYE CONSERVATION SOCIETY -V- SOUTHERN WATER

Rye Conservation Society contacted the ASHTAV HelpDesk in April 2002 due to their concerns at the treatment of the Rye
Conservation Area by the suppliers of their water. Other members be warned! Hon. Secretary, Kenneth Bird, wrote to us

recently with the following account -

Southern Water had recently completed a major renovation of the Town's water mains, involving months of disruption to
residents, shopkeepers and visitors to Rye. We were so pleased to see them go - until their contractors returned a few
months later and erected a rash of white plastic signs as a memorial. They littered the streets, mounted on sticks,
screwed and glued lopsided to Listed Buildings and hanging off signposts! We could not get them removed, it seemed,
because the ex-utilities require no planning consent for their activities, however heathenish and unaesthetic these might
be. They are not obliged to consider building contexts or visual street rhythms or any other such fancy notions.

Southern Water claimed they were installed to identify the proximity of mains water stop valves. They admitted they had
charts in their office stating precisely where these were, but argued that the manholes could be covered when their men
arrived to switch them off by snow, tarmac re-surfacing or by parked vehicles! We held meetings, wrote letters, agitated
generally but without any apparent or immediate success. We submitted a draft Code of Practice which would require
consultation with local bodies before public works contractors are unleashed unfettered onto our streets.

With the active cooperation of our District Conservation Officer, who admitted that he had no powers, we maintained the
pressure and eventually we achieved a climb-down by the Water Authority. The visually offensive signs were identified,
removed, and not replaced. This concession renders totally invalid the logic for retention of the less offensive signs.

However, having achieved partial success, we will possibly learn to live with the residual addition to the barrage of verbal

information which our modern age seems to think is necessary for the guidance of our society. Have any other members
had a similar experience in their towns, Kenneth asks? Please ring and leave a message with Gill Smith on the Helpdesk,

01926 400717, if you are aware of a similar problem in your area or an adjacent one, or e-mail her on

ashtav@totalise.co.uk.

Another important matter for us to raise with the Minister, Lord Rooker, who expressed great interest in many of the

concerns which delegates brought to his notice at our Westminster Conference last September.
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ACRE Bulletin Snippits

Snippits of Information gleaned from an ACRE Bulletin of September 2002 (in which they advertised our PGP

Conference). Headed "Transport" "The Food & Drink Federation (FDF) has revealed that the transport of

fresh food and drink over large distances uses less energy than the fridges and cookers of consumers. The FDF

has said that the efforts of organic and green campaigners to restrict all-year-round availability of seasonal fruit and

vegetables would be rejected by consumers", (epolitix, 16.8.02)

Under "Housing" - a recent national housing survey revealed a drop in the number of households living in social

housing. People exercising the right to buy their council owned homes have caused the decline and the survey has

added to the debate among ministers about whether the right to buy should be curtailed (epolitix. 21.8.02), and,

Under "Planning" - New Government planning reforms could bring rural development to a virtual standstill in some

parts of the country, surveyors have warned. The new planning green paper insists that 60% of new development

should be on brownfield sites, but this has led to fears that much-needed development will be impossible under the

framework proposed. The Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors is calling for a two tier planning system that allows

rural areas in the Northwest to develop more Greenfield land.

Northwest - you have been warned*.

HERITAGE LINK

ASHTAV recently made contact with Christopher Caitling of Heritage Link, a new grouping of organisations and

bodies concerned with the historic environment, the launch of which took place in Wilton's Music Hall, Wellclose

Square, London on the 12lh December. Updates are circulated and cover a wide range of concerns, from the
Government's Airports Consultation Document to details of the Project Flat VAT launched by English Heritage.

(Many of you will be aware of the anomaly that new buildings are zero rated for VAT whereas VAT js payable in full

on repairs to historic buildings - the net result of which is to discourage their regular maintenance that is so critical to

keeping the historic fabric of England in good order. It can also act as a driver or encouragement to demolition of

one that has fallen into disrepair, rather than a project for its careful restoration and refurbishment.

Please let the Helpdesk know if you would like to receive copies as and when copies of Heritage Link arrive and Dan

Wild will enter your e-mail address on our ASHTAV circulation. If you, as an officer in your Society, do not have

access to a computer, then identify a Society member who has and supply their address and we will forward it to

them for printing.
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ASHTAV
Protect the Past • Fashion the future

ASHTAV - The Association of Small Historic Towns and Villages was formed in 1988 by Amenity

Societies keen to pool their experience and share their expertise. The Association offers members an

advisory service, a programme of instructive seminars and a Newsletter covering the latest information

about conservation and development. Membership is open to Town & Parish Councils and Amenity

Societies in all historic villages and small historic towns. The Association also welcomes individuals as

friends and District and County Councils as Associates.

Qualification Fee

Societies with <100 members

Town and Parish Councils - population <1,000 £15

Societies with 100<500 members

Town and Parish Councils - population 1,000<5,000 £25

Societies with > 500 members

Town and Parish Councils - population >5,000 £35

Friends of ASHTAV (per individual) £10

Associates (professional & business) £50

HelpDesk - 01926 400717 e-mail - ashtav(S>totalise.co.uk

website -www.ashtav.org

ASHTAV OFFICERS & COMMITTEE

John Alexander - Chairman

Dan Wild - Hon.Treasurer & IT/Membership

Gill Smith - HelpDesk

Anne Lock - Conferences & Magazine

John Bishton - Appeal Decisions

Ray Green & Daphne Wild

Vice Presidents

Sheila Wood CBE & Dr. Herbert Lane

To contact any officer please telephone the Helpdesk 01926 400717or ashtav@totalise.co.uk

Copy/photographs for the Magazine should be e-mailed or sent to Dan Wild for scanning.


